Plot Outline:  Eric James Keeper, an occultist from New England, is preparing to summon an African demon deity into the body of a young negro girl (the ritual requires a vessel). In order to gather the power required for the rite, a ritual originally intended to be performed on holy ground in Kongo, he has accuired an old Swedish ritual which allows him to combine the strength of several chantries if the ritual is performed simultaneously in eight churches across Sweden. Keeper attempts the rite, resulting in failure and the death of the kidnapped 7-year old. A young journalist student and occultist scholar in Jönköping, Jonathan Birk, accidentally stumbles across information pertaining the Swedish ritual for combining strenght, and is led to an discovery* which in turn compels Charles to have him murdered to prevent further discovery of the rite and the kidnapping. Shortly before his death, Jonathan tells his close friends (the investigators) of his discovery, and of Jonas Hedenquist, Jonathan´s classmate, who has been helping Jonathan gathering information about the churces listed in the ritual. Realizing that Jonathan's death must be connected to his discovery, the investigators, with the help of Jonas, embarks on a quest to find the secrets behind Jonathan's investigations, and the perpetrators of the murder.

* The discovery that a recently murdered occultist belonged to the organisation that published the prototype for the strength pooling ritual online. Furthermore, Jonathan was told by the occultist's chantry brothers that someone (Keeper) had contacted the murdered occultist about the ritual for strenght pooling. When Jonathan, out of unbegotten curiosity, make inquiries about the man (Keeper), in the hope that the murdered occultist had discovered something that the man migth know about, the man (Keeper) becomes aware of Jonathan and his inquiries.

Keeper Information: The adventure is the first in a series of adventures about Charles Keeper, a wayward occultist who attempts any rite or equivalent method of summoning malignant deities, that he can dig up from the ancient lore of Swedish occultism. The prerequisites for the adventure is that all investigators know each other, as well as Jonathan Birk. Thus, the adventure is best suited for investigators ages 20 - 25. In the first adventure, emphasis is put on detective work and few definite encounters with supernatural forces. If possible, the investigators should still be able to rationalise any supernatural encounters after the adventure is over. Thus, the adventure is best suited for new investigators, without any previous experience of supernatural character.

It is possible, yes, even easy, to relocate the adventure to another setting (for American players of CoC, as they represent the majority of the bulk of CoC fans, preferably in America). However, as the technology refered to and perhaps used by the investigators in the adventure tend to... 'lean' towards the information age, it would be an... inconvenience for the keeper to place it in another era. (Yes, yes... I give up.... If it is your heart's greatest desire, make Jonathan and Keeper asci terminal freaks and place the adventure in the early 80's... Just remember: online information gathering (something that the investigators will have to rely heavily upon in order to collect information about Keeper) is still more than a challenge to many... Imagine how it would be if the investigator's would have to peruse the entire FidoNet in terminal form in search for clues about Keeper... He would have had time to count Daoloth's spheres before the investigators would find anything that might even resemble information about him.)

Intro: Jonathan has called his friends (the investigators) and asked to meet them at the apartment of one of the investigators. When he arrives, he is clearly excited. After the time required for the investigators to settle, he begins to tell his story. 
